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Age and male sexuality: 

'queer space' in the Roman bath-house? 

A. Asa Eger 

Scholars have conceived of the life-course stages of the boy and adult male by way of a 
typically dichotomous construction of active/passive male sexuality. This binary scheme, pre-
sented uncritically in much modern scholarship, dictates that boys assumed the passive rôle in 
male-to-male sex until roughly the age of 18-20 or the occasion of their first shave, while 
adults took the active rôle. This view implies that male sexual relations were pederastic and 
could be viewed as part of a rudimentary sexual development of a boy to a man, from passive to 
active, provided he was of free status. Conversely, men who behaved as boys (i.e., were pas-
sive) were regarded as 'abnormal', and men who slept with free boys were regarded as 
criminal. 

I wish to suggest that the current model, in which adulescentes and iuvenes (at roughly the 
ages of 17-25) followed these proscribed rules according to their age, is too simplistic and does 
not succeed in encapsulating or explaining a young man's development, in terms of both sexual 
and personal identity, prior to marriage. The emphasis within the modern literature on a 
'power play' dynamic, in which one person is active and the other passive, denies the possibi-
lities of the existence of male intimacy, rôle reversal, or reciprocal sex amongst this age group. 
The existence of boys and/or men who did not conform to these active/passive rôles needs to be 
investigated, rather than to remain absent from the modern literature. Free boys and their 
sexual development or learning of sexual rôles is a particularly relevant area of study for the 
understanding of the life course. This paper will focus particularly on modern scholarship's 
misrepresentation of sexuality between males with regard to the stage from boy to man.1 Male 
sexuality at Rome continues to be presented by scholars with reference to texts, written by a 
male élite, that lampoon men whose sexuality did not follow accepted practices. From M. 
Foucault onwards, this has caused them to understate or avoid creating alternatives to a per-
ceived 'normative' definition of male sexual practices, including the possibility of a queer 
reading. 

The first steps towards a deconstruction of the assumed patterns of sexuality at Rome have 
been taken by A. Richelin and R. Taylor who have shown, through a nuanced examination of 
the texts, that subcultures of passive males did exist, that the assumed rôles according to age 
and sexuality were subverted, and that numerous references to couples comprising adult and free 
boy exist .2 Taylor goes further in suggesting that there were specific places for subversive 
behavior, such as the public bath-house where 'cruising', passive male sex, and rôle reversal 
could take place anonymously with patrons or prostitutes.3 Such a locale where normative 
views of age and male-to-male sex are transgressed becomes a 'queer space'. 

I will explore the idea of a 'queer space' through an analysis of one type of locale, the 
Roman bath-house. While bath-houses were not exclusive or primary venues of queer space, 
these buildings merit investigation in that they contained not only physical but also social and 
sexual spaces, or 'architectures of desire'. I will employ the bath-gymnasium at Sardis, a prime 
example of an urban monumental bath of a type common in W Asia Minor. Well-excavated, 
meticulously planned and restored, it allows ifs architecture to be brought to life beyond the 
physical or monumental. Yet reconstructing queer social and sexual space out of the empty shell 

1 A second area that remains neglected is an understanding of the sexuality of slaves and relationships 
between slaves. 

2 A. Richelin, "Not before homosexuality: the materiality of the cinaedus and the Roman law against love 
between men," J. Hist. Sexuality 3.4 (1993) 523-73; R. Taylor, "Two pathic subcultures in ancient 

Rome," J. Hist. Sexuality 7.3 (1997) 319-71. 
3 Taylor ibid. 
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